[Dynamics of quantitative RNA changes in the Purkinje cells of the rat cerebellum in various functional states].
UV cytophotometry was used to study over time the effect of vestibular stimulation on RNA content in Purkinje's cells of the rat cerebellum nodulus. The animals placed in narrow boxes were rotated horizontally (60 r.p.m.) for an hour. To evaluate partially the effects of stress and hypoxia, the content of RNA was examined in the immobilized animals placed in the same boxes without rotation. Rhythmic quantitative changes in RNA in the cytoplasm and nucleus of Purkinje cells were observed upon vestibular stimulation of cerebellum function. In the nucleolus, the changes in the content of RNA were less pronounced. The periodic quantitative changes in the content of RNA in the cytoplasm, nucleus and nucleolus of Purkinje cells were statistically significant in the majority of the animals, but weakly pronounced.